
Television Academy

2014 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot

Outstanding Special Class Program

      

Emmy(s) to eligible producer(s) NOTE: VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN TEN achievements in this category that 

you have seen and feel are worthy of nomination. (More than ten votes in this category will void all votes in 

this category.) For awards programs, not-exclusively-made-for-television VMC event programs and classical 

music/dance programs.

001 The 49th Annual Academy Of Country Music Awards

April 6, 2014

THE 49TH ANNUAL ACADEMY OF COUNTRY MUSIC AWARDS hosted by Blake Shelton & Luke Bryan.  

Performances included Keith Urban, The Band Perry, Jason Aldean and much more.  Collaborations 

included Lady Antebellum and Stevie Nicks, Blake Shelton and Shakira and George Strait and Miranda 

Lambert paying tribute to Merle Haggard.

002 2013 American Music Awards

November 14, 2013

The 2013 AMERICAN MUSIC AWARDS honored and showcased the year’s biggest names in music. 

Hosted by Pitbull.   Performances included Katy Perry, Justin Timberlake, Ariana Grande, One Direction, 

Florida Georgia Line and TLC.   Highlights included Jennifer Lopez paying tribute to the late Celia Cruz.

003 Barbra Streisand: Back To Brooklyn (Great Performances)

November 29, 2013

Barbra Streisand makes an historic homecoming at the new Barclays Center, marking the superstar’s first 

official concert in Brooklyn.  Joined by special guests Il Volo, Chris Botti, and Jason Gould, Streisand 

performs an extensive selection of songs from throughout her five decade career.

004 2014 Billboard Music Awards

May 18, 2014

BILLBOARD MUSIC AWARDS showcase this year’s hottest and biggest music stars.  Finalists are based on 

key fan interactions with music, including album and digital singles sales, radio airplay, touring, streaming 

and social interactions on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, VEVO, Spotify and other popular online destinations 

for music.

005 A Christmas Carol - The Concert

December 15, 2013

The classic Dickens tale performed as a concert featuring a full symphony orchestra, choir, rhythm section, a 

narrator, and three soloists.

006 The 47th Annual CMA Awards

November 6, 2013

The Country Music Association presents its annual awards during this star-studded ceremony.
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007 2013 CMT Music Awards

June 5, 2013

2013 marked the 12th year of the CMT Music Awards, country music’s first fan-voted awards show 

recognizing country's best video and musical achievements. Jason Aldean and Kristen Bell served as hosts 

of the 2013 show.

008 Eugene Onegin (Great Performances at the Met)

January 17, 2014

Anna Netrebko and Mariusz Kwiecien star as Tatiana and Onegin in Tchaikovsky's fateful romance. 

Deborah Warner's new production, which opened the Met's 2013–14 season, is directed by Fiona Shaw. 

Piotr Beczala sings Lenski and Russian maestro Valery Gergiev conducts.

009 The 71st Annual Golden Globe Awards

January 12, 2014

THE 71st ANNUAL GOLDEN GLOBE AWARDS, held live from the Beverly Hilton Hotel, was hosted by Tina 

Fey & Amy Poehler and honored the year’s best in television and motion pictures.

010 The 56th Grammy Awards

January 26, 2014

Grammy  Moments Galore  – Daft Punk with Stevie Wonder and Pharrell Williams. A mass wedding to the 

song “Same Love” with Madonna, Queen Latifah and Macklemore and Ryan Lewis plus performances from 

Lorde, Willie Nelson, Pink , Beyonce and Jay Z, Kendrick Lamar and Imagine Dragons and Paul and Ringo!!

011 Guys Choice 2013

June 12, 2013

A hilarious, unpretentious event where the world’s greatest stars align to toast the mega-splendor of all things 

GUY.

012 Hall Of Game Awards

February 17, 2014

The 4th Annual Hall of Game Awards is an action-packed sports award show hosted by NFL superstars 

Colin Kaepernick & Cam Newton. The show is packed with musical performances, stunts, all-star athletes, 

celebrities, comedy sketches & the infamous Mascot obstacle course.
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013 2013 HALO Awards

November 17, 2013

The HALO Awards, hosted by Nick Cannon, features celebrities honoring teens who are changing the world 

by Helping And Leading Others.  Each teen is matched with a celebrity who shares a similar passion for their 

own cause, a $10,000 grant and a VIP experience at a real awards show.

014 Homeward Bound

November 10, 2013

4 hour telethon to raise awareness and funds to help returning Iraq & Afghanistan Veterans with PTSD.

015 iHeart Radio Music Awards

May 1, 2014

The iHEART RADIO MUSIC AWARDS featured live performances, storytelling and artists playing the 

stages of some of Los Angeles’ most iconic venues.  The event highlighted the music world’s top stars, 

taking over Los Angeles and telling viewers their “L.A. story.”

016 2013 iHeartRadio Music Festival

September 30, 2013

The concert at the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas features performances by some of the music industry’s 

biggest names, including Paul McCartney, Elton John, Justin Timberlake, Queen, Keith Urban, Katy Perry, 

Fun, Maroon 5, Bruno Mars, Thirty Seconds to Mars, among others.

017 2014 Kids Choice Awards

March 29, 2014

The KIDS CHOICE AWARDS is the only awards show that gives kids the power to vote for their favorites in 

movies, television, music, and more. It honors their opinions with a live show filled with the stars and slime 

they love.

018 Madonna: the MDNA Tour

June 22, 2013

Filmed primarily in Miami, Madonna, along with her seven member band, outstanding troupe of 27 dancers 

and state of the art visuals and sound, electrified crowds internationally.
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019 Matthew Bourne's Sleeping Beauty (Great Performances)

April 25, 2014

In his new dance adaptation of the Tchaikovsky classic, Matthew Bourne’s "Sleeping Beauty" begins its tale 

during the Victorian era when fairies, vampires and a decadent opulence fed the Gothic imagination, 

transforming the audience favorite into a decade-spanning romance that even the passage of time cannot 

erase.

020 Mike Tyson:  Undisputed Truth

November 16, 2013

Raw, honest, powerful and full of humor, Tyson candidly recounts his life’s highs and lows—his troubled 

youth, boxing career, personal and professional controversies, time in prison, loss of family and his 

rehabilitation and redemption, forged by sobriety and a renewed commitment to family life.

021 Moby-Dick From San Francisco Opera (Great Performances)

November 1, 2013

San Francisco Opera presents composer Jake Heggie and librettist Gene Scheer’s acclaimed adaptation 

of the classic Herman Melville novel, Moby Dick.  The highly lyrical opera features star tenor Jay Hunter 

Morris as the obsessive Captain Ahab and Stephen Costello as Greenhorn, in a visually stunning 

production.

022 2014 MTV Movie Awards

April 13, 2014

Hosted by Conan O’Brien, the 2014 MTV MOVIE AWARDS officially kicked-off the summer blockbuster 

season with a show that bestowed Golden Popcorns on Hollywood’s biggest fan-favorite films and actors. 

The telecast delivered a performance from Eminem and Rihanna (among others) and exclusives from 

upcoming films.

023 National Theatre: 50 Years On Stage (Great Performances)

February 14, 2014

The National Theatre celebrates its 50th anniversary with a gala performance, welcoming home an all-star 

cast of NT alumni including Maggie Smith, Judi Dench, Benedict Cumberbatch, Ralph Fiennes, Helen Mirren 

and many more to perform scenes from landmark presentations, complemented by archival excerpts from 

the National’s many groundbreaking productions.

024 New York Philharmonic Gala With Yo-Yo Ma (Live From Lincoln Center)

December 31, 2013

Cellist Yo-Yo Ma joins the New York Philharmonic for a festive evening of dance-inspired music.
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025 The Oscars

March 2, 2014

A global broadcast, honoring actors and filmmakers, hosted by Ellen DeGeneres, televised in the U.S. and 

more than 100 countries from Albania to Western Samoa, featuring 24 awards from sound editing to best 

picture and performances by Idina Menzel, Bette Midler, Karen O., Pink, U2, and Pharrell Williams.

026 P!NK: The Truth About Love Tour

December 7, 2013

P!NK: THE TRUTH ABOUT LOVE TOUR is hallmarked by captivating theatrics and emotionally fueled 

performances. P!NK traveled the world with over 103 shows in 13 countries, pulling from her seven album 

repertoire. The concert was filmed during the Australian leg of the tour.

027 Peter Pan From The Milwaukee Ballet

April 18, 2014

Milwaukee Public Television (MPTV) presents the Milwaukee Ballet Company’s production of Peter Pan, 

Michael Pink’s adaptation of J.M. Barrie’s most famous work.  This inventive high-definition production was 

taped at the Marcus Center for the Arts in Milwaukee.

028 2014 Premios Billboard de la Música Latina

April 24, 2014

Premios Billboard de la Música Latina - Billboard Magazine's Latin music awards show.

029 Richard Tucker at 100: An Opera Celebration (Live From Lincoln Center)

January 10, 2014

Renée Fleming, Joyce DiDonato, Susan Graham, this year’s Richard Tucker Award winner Isabel Leonard, 

and opera’s finest come to Lincoln Center to honor the man often called “America’s Greatest Tenor.”

030 The Screen Actors Guild Awards

January 18, 2014

The SAG Awards are conferred solely by actors’ peers in the Screen Actors Guild-American Federation of 

Television and Recording Artists (SAG-AFTRA). The SAG Awards was the first televised awards show 

created by a union to acknowledge the work of actors and the first to establish ensemble and cast awards.

031 Sochi 2014 Olympic Winter Games Opening Ceremony

February 7, 2014

The 2014 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES OPENING CEREMONY featured the traditional Parade of Nations, a 

compelling journey through Russia’s history and culture, and culminated with the lighting of the Olympic 

cauldron.
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032 The Sound Of Music Live!

December 5, 2013

A live adaptation of the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical, "The Sound of Music," about a young postulant 

who falls in love with a widowed sea captain while serving as governess to his seven children in pre-World 

War II Austria.

033 Sting: The Last Ship (Great Performances)

February 21, 2014

In a performance recorded at New York’s Public Theater, Sting presents a concert rendition of his new 

musical, "The Last Ship."  Exploring a range of universal themes, "The Last Ship" dramatizes the impact of 

the demise of the ship-building industry in Sting’s home town of Wallsend, England

034 67th Annual Tony Awards

June 9, 2013

The 67th ANNUAL TONY AWARDS was bigger than ever, as proved by the opening number featuring host 

Neil Patrick Harris and over 150 Broadway performers.  The show featured 15 performances and 20 Awards 

were handed out to the best that Broadway has to offer.

035 2013 MTV Video Music Awards

August 25, 2013

The 2013 MTV VIDEO MUSIC AWARDS made history as the first award show to broadcast live from 

Brooklyn, New York with performances that featured Justin Timberlake reuniting with ‘NSYNC to Miley Cyrus, 

Lady Gaga, Kanye West, Katy Perry and more.

036 The Women’s Concert For Change: Live from London

June 2, 2013

As the co-founder of Chime for Change, a new campaign to raise funds and awareness for female 

empowerment around the world, Beyoncé headlined the concert event, with additional performances by Ellie 

Goulding, Florence + the Machine, Jay-Z, Jennifer Lopez, John Legend, Timbaland and more.

End of Category
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037 Arscheerio Paul

Comedian Paul Scheer re-enacts classic interviews from the 1990s Arsenio Hall show with a twist. Featuring 

Seth Rogen, Max Greenfield, Alison Brie, Adam Pally, Jordan Peele, Al Yankovic and more.

038 Badman: Batman and Superman Team Up

Like Batman, but worse.

039 Banshee Origins:  Interrogation Part 3

15 years ago, NYPD Detective Julias Bonner interrogates Lucas Hood as FBI Agent Jim Racine secretly 

observes. Bonner offers a deal in exchange for testimony implicating Rabbit, which Lucas appears to take 

before revealing that he’s played Bonner. Meanwhile, Racine is confident that Lucas knows who Rabbit is.

040 Batman Vs. Superman

The world's biggest super heroes team up, kind of, in this viral video from October 2013.

041 Between Two Ferns with Zach Galifianakis: President Barack Obama

President Barack Obama sits down with Zach Galifianakis for his most memorable interview yet.

042 Catherine

Catherine returns to work after a hiatus.

043 Chicago Fire

An emergency puts Dawson's firefighter skills to the ultimate test in this four-part digital series.

044 Childrens Hospital

CHILDRENS HOSPITAL explores the emotional struggles and sexual politics of a group of doctors charged 

with healthy libidos. Their dedication to their personal lives is relentless, interrupted only by the occasional 

need to treat sick people.

045 Correspondent Spotlight: Behind the Spotlight

Jason Jones persuades "The Daily Show" correspondents – including himself – to reveal the secrets of their 

success as journalists.

046 Eagleheart: Paradise Rising

EAGLEHEART'S third season, a serialized ten-part story called "Paradise Rising," finds Marshal Chris 

Monsanto (cult comedy icon Chris Elliott) on an epic journey to prove his innocence in a grisly crime he may 

have actually committed.
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047 Epic Rap Battles Of History

EPIC RAP BATTLES OF HISTORY features comedic rap battles between historical and pop culture figures.

048 Ghost Ghirls

A web comedy series following the antics of two best friends, Heidi (Amanda Lund) and Angelica (Maria 

Blasucci), who work as paranormal investigators. Each episode details the bumbling adventures of the 

hilarious duo as they attempt to solve otherworldly cases while not tripping over themselves in the process.

049 Glove And Boots

The GLOVE AND BOOTS video blog is a puppet web series. The characters of Glove and Boots provide 

social commentary, satirizing pop culture and life on the Internet.

050 The Greatest Event In Television History

ADAM SCOTT is on a mission to create “THE GREATEST EVENT IN TELEVISION HISTORY,” recreating 

the opening credit sequences of historic TV classics like "Simon & Simon," "Hart to Hart," "Too Close for 

Comfort," and "Bosom Buddies."

051 Grimm: Love Is In The Air

Rosalee and Juliette gather their girlfriends for a Valentine’s Day spa party, only to discover a Ziegevolk 

casting a love spell among the group.

052 Gumshoe

A hard-boiled tale following Gumshoe, a private eye hot on the trail of his missing partner. In this world of 

femme fatales and hired goons, the truth lies beneath.

053 Guy Dubai:  International Gay Spy

Each episode of GUY DUBAI:  INTERNATIONAL GAY SPY finds its eponymous star working to solve 

outlandish mysteries while, at the same time, trying to keep himself alive.

054 Husbands

Star athlete Brady and tabloid darling Cheeks got hitched after a drunken night in Vegas but decided to stay 

married in the interest of marriage equality. Now comes the hard part: living as husband and husband.

055 Idiotsitter

IDIOTSITTER follows Billie, a straight-and-narrow young woman (Charlotte Newhouse) who is hired to 

babysit Gene, a mega-rich womanchild (Jillian Bell) under house arrest in her daddy’s mansion.

056 Jake And Amir

Jake and Amir are two co-workers. And best friends. Just co-workers.
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057 Losing It With John Stamos

Each week, John will visit a different celebrity to hear the story of how it all went down. Adding to the 

entertainment, viewers will be treated to humorous recreations using animation, stop-motion, live action and 

the occasional Barbie Doll and/or puppet to help underscore the story.

058 Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.: Declassified

A weekly five-minute web series that goes behind the scenes of “Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.” Comedian 

and pop culture commentator Brett Erlich hosts the series, which focuses on technology and innovation, 

behind the scenes details, social media reaction, recaps and sneak peaks, delivered all thru fun, irreverent 

sketch comedy.

059 Miss Watson Sex Tape

Mystery surrounds Miss Watson's death. This home video helps give us answers. We open the night of the 

school dance, the night that Miss Watson is killed. As she gets ready, a man surprises her, enticing her into a 

sexual encounter. She kisses him, disappears leading to her ultimate fate.

060 NTSF:SD:SUV::

Join Special Agent Trent Hauser and his elite counter-terrorist unit, the NTSF:SD:SUV:: (National Terrorist 

Strike Force: San Diego: Sport Utility Vehicle::) for a third season of furious screaming, pregnant pauses, and 

even more civilian casualties than last season!

061 The Oath

THE OATH, the newest installment of “The Walking Dead” webisode series, follows two survivors of a 

massive walker attack as they search for aid. Finally coming upon a hospital that has not been overrun, their 

luck quickly turns to misfortune, as a benevolent doctor may hide a darker agenda.

062 Parenthood: Friday Night At The Luncheonette

Friday Night Light's Crucifictorious reunites at Parenthood's Luncheonette! Starring Mae Whitman, Max 

Burkholder, Peter Krause, Jesse Plemons, Derek Phillips and Stephanie Hunt.

063 Parks And Rec In Europe

Leslie sends Ron on a scavenger hunt across the U.K., leading him to his own personal heaven: his favorite 

whiskey distillery.

064 Parks And Rec: The Hapley Group

Perd Hapley welcomes a colorful collection of Pawnee's most opinionated pundits to chime in on the hot 

topics of the moment. Guests include Pawnee Today's Joan Callamezzo, Eagleton Now's Mike Patterson, 

and shock jocks Crazy Ira and The Douche.
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065 Precious Plum

Elaine Carroll and Josh Ruben star in this Honey Boo Boo parody series. PRECIOUS PLUM and her stage 

mom, Mama, roam around the country in search of fame, fortune, and famburgers.

066 Pretty Darn Funny

PRETTY DARN FUNNY follows the hilarious exploits of mom/comedienne Gracie Moore. From battling 

Crossfit and the pressures of Pinterest envy, to competing with the PTA president for superior fundraising 

cred, Gracie and her all-mom comedy troupe show that no matter what life throws at you, it's always worth the 

laughs.

067 The Soup: True Detective

Joel McHale and "The Soup" present their take on the hit HBO show, True Detective, starring Matthew 

McConaughey and Woody Harrelson.

068 Super Bowl XLVIII Halftime Show Starring Bruno Mars

Halftime at Super Bowl XLVII starred Bruno Mars in a performance featuring hits such as "Treasure," "Locked 

out of Heaven," "Runaway Baby" and others.  He was joined by guests The Red Hot Chili Peppers. The 

finale featured a fireworks show never before seen at a Super Bowl.

069 Tiny Commando

TINY COMMANDO is an action comedy starring Zachary Levi as a 4-inch tall Navy SEAL shrunk in a military 

experiment. With his sidekick (Gillian Jacobs), Tiny uses his mini vehicles to fight crime and battle mortal 

enemy Cesar Pequeño (Ed Helms).

070 Wish It Inc.

A non-magical woman, Hannah, begins work at Wish It Inc., the world’s only wish-granting company founded 

by current CEO, Fairy Godmother. A motley crew of genies, fairies, and birthday clowns grant wishes 

between walls of bureaucracy and red tape, making the magical mundane.

End of Category
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071 Beyond The Blacklist

The Blacklist's cast, writers and producers take you behind-the-scenes of each episode of this new drama.

072 Break It Down

It's outrageous apples to oranges comparisons as experts take on Breaker-Bot 900X to see who really 

knows their stuff.  How many house cats long is the Great Wall of China?  How many Shaun White heads tall 

is the X Games Megaramp?  Let’s break it down!

073 Chopped After Hours

CHOPPED AFTER HOURS is a web-exclusive series where the Chopped judges step out from behind the 

chopping block to put their own spin on some of Chopped's toughest and strangest baskets.

074 Comedians In Cars Getting Coffee

Each week Jerry Seinfeld takes a friend for a drive in a classic car and a cup of coffee, sharing stories and 

laughs along the way.

075 Cooking In the Fast Lane

"Rachael vs. Guy: Kids Cook-Off" winner, Brandon Scawthorn, hosts this web-exclusive series in which he 

shows viewers and guests how you can cook a delicious meal in just 20 minutes.

076 COSMOS: A National Geographic Deeper Dive

In a series of related webisodes, COSMOS: A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC DEEPER DIVE, takes viewers 

behind-the-scenes and deep into the new modes of scientific-storytelling that reveal the grandeur of the 

universe.

077 Cutthroat Kitchen: Alton's After-Show

ALTON'S AFTER-SHOW is a web-exclusive, post-show conversation with Cutthroat Kitchen host, Alton 

Brown, and the guest judges chatting about the strategies, tricks and sabotages employed by the chefs in 

each episode.

078 The Fight Continues

This short documentary created in conjunction with "The Normal Heart" explains the events that led up to the 

AIDS crisis and drives viewers to current HIV testing information. THE FIGHT CONTINUES examines 

prejudice and homophobia -- topics as relevant now as they were in 1981 when the plague began.

079 I Was There: Boston Marathon Bombings

From “the man in the cowboy hat” and the runner in the orange jersey to the marathon surgeon, this web 

series spotlights the unsung heroes of the 2013 Boston Marathon and the resilience that makes them “Boston 

Strong.”
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080 In Character With

Discover the many different processes of how actors create their characters from the script, research, and 

more. This season featured in-depth interviews with stars Ralph Fiennes (The Grand Budapest Hotel), 

Sandra Bullock and Melissa McCarthy (The Heat), Kevin Bacon (The Following) and many others.

081 Jay Leno's Garage

Jay Leno explores his passion for all things on wheels in this web series.

082 Kids React

Children react and share opinions and discussion of the world include social issues such as racism and 

marriage equality, along with pop culture.

083 Lonely City

A kind word, a listening ear, a shared meal. These things seem trivial but have the power to change the 

world around us in big and small ways. No one is insignificant.

084 Nashville: On the Record

Documentary web series that follows the life of original songs performed on “Nashville” written by 

singer/songwriters in the music scene, from the songs’ inception to on-air premiere. The series offers an 

intimate look into the songwriting process, from guitar demo to music video and all the steps in between.

085 Park Bench With Steve Buscemi

A new kind of "talking show" straight from the mind of born and bred New Yorker Steve Buscemi. Featuring a 

mix of surprise celebrity appearances and spontaneous interviews with people on the street, Park Bench will 

convey Steve’s unique relationship with New York and its array of one-of-a-kind characters.

086 Revolution Revealed

The cast, writers and producers of "Revolution" take you behind-the-scenes of each episode of this 

edge-of-your-seat drama.

087 Screw You Cancer

Caitlin Brodnick, a 28-year-old comedian living in NYC with her husband, shares her life-changing decision to 

have a preventative double mastectomy after learning she’s BRCA1-positive. Watch as Caitlin faces this 

journey with humor, honesty, and empowering determination.

088 Special Look

In-depth conversations with creative forces that guided the development of a television series or feature film 

from the moment of inspiration to when cameras roll.  This season featured interviews for 12 Years a Slave, 

Cosmos: A SpaceTime Odyssey, The Americans, and John Williams exploring his creative process as a 

composer.
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089 Star Salvation

Eliminated Food Network Star finalists have a chance to re-enter the competition in the web series Food 

Network Star Salvation, Hosted by Robert Irvine, the webisodes feature culinary contests and skill 

challenges that will determine which eliminated contestant gets a second opportunity to become the next 

Food Network Star.

090 30 For 30 Shorts

The series is a thoughtful and innovative reflection on the past three decades told through the lens of diverse 

and interesting sports fans and social commentators.

091 This Is Not Happening

Hosted by Shaffir and based on his long-running live show, “This Is Not Happening” features Shaffir and his 

comedian friends telling hilarious and true stories in front of a live audience.

092 Top Chef Masters' Battle Of The Sous Chefs

Before our Top Chef Masters square off, their most trusted aides compete in BATTLE OF THE SOUS 

CHEFS, a weekly prequel digital series. At stake: game-changing advantages and disadvantages for their 

Masters in the next on-air episode of Top Chef Masters.

093 Top Chef: Padma's Picks

The road to Top Chef: New Orleans begins with Padma’s Picks, where our host visits some of the city’s most 

acclaimed eateries in search of the one chef who will represent New Orleans on Top Chef. Part culinary 

competition, part foodie travelogue, the series is pre-season must viewing.

094 Top Chef's Last Chance Kitchen

LAST CHANCE KITCHEN gives eliminated cheftestants a second chance at the Top Chef title. Each week, 

the recently-eliminated chefs go head-to-head in a weekly digital competition, judged by Tom Colicchio, for 

a spot in the Top Chef on-air finale.

095 Unbroken Soldiers: Christy Gardner (A Moment of Hope)

When military police offer Christy Gardner was injured, she was told she wouldn’t play sports again. After 

overcoming obstacles (and with the help of a special dog – Moxie), Christy lives a full life, and plays hockey 

for the U.S. ParaOlympic team. Her inspiring story challenges us to push boundaries.

096 Vanity Fair: The Decades Series

Ten decades, ten directors. In celebration of Vanity Fair’s 100th anniversary, Ten filmmakers—from Judd 

Apatow to Don Cheadle to Brett Ratner—created a film on each era of Vanity Fair’s century-old history and 

the Zeitgeist that defined it.
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097 World Premiere

This season Tava Smiley presented insightful red carpet interviews including American Horror Story: Coven, 

The Americans and The Grand Budapest Hotel. She  also paid tribute to composer Lionel Newman 

featuring Stephen Spielberg, John Williams and Randy Newman.

098 Xology

Crash of Disney's "Crash and Bernstein" explores the origins of action sports' craziest terms.  To discover 

the answers, Crash attempts some of the tricks himself to hilarious consequences.

End of Category
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